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Abstract 

Bhatta, K.S.H.S.R. and H. Karnick, A resohttion rule for well-formed formulae, Theoretical 
Computer Science 81 (1991) 223-235. 

A resolution proof procedure that operates on well-formed formulae with all quantifiers in place 
is presented. Extension of the unification algorithm ‘o Q-unijcation (i.e. with quantifiers in place) 
is also discussed. The procedure involves a single irference rule called WFF-resolution which is 
proved to be sound and complete. 

1. Introdustion 

Interactive theorem proving through resolution becomes more tractable if we can 
retain the original form of the formula which will make it easier for humans to 
guide the theorem prover. 

NC-resolution (for nonclausal resolution) proposed by 
wffs to be quantifier-free. Although this addresses the disadvantages of 
clausal resolution [7], both these resolution principles still have the following 
inherent disadvantages: 

(1) The intuition behind selecting appropriate quantifiers in expressing the prob- 
lem is lost in the conversion. 

(2) The sentence becomes too complex when quantifiers are removed, in particular 
those within the scope of (nested) equivalences. 

Manna and Waldinger [3] have dealt with a nonclausal deductive system applied 
to sentences that may have some of heir quantifiers intact. 

Usually, Skole functions (or co for existentially quan- 
tified variables after the quantifiers have been 
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with SkolelP: functions and instead use the dependencies (defined later) of an 
existential variable. 

1. I. De#nitions 

Terms are defined recursively as follows: 
(i) A constant is a term. 

(ii) A universal variable is a term. 
(iii) An existential variable is a term whenever its dependencies (defined later) 

are terms. 
(iv) Iff is an n-place function symbol, and t, , . . . , tn are terms, then f( t, , l . . , b) 

is a term. 
(v) All terms are generated by applying the above rules. 

We are taking into account constants and functions since -we may have explicit 
occurrences of constants and functions different from Skolem constants and Skolem 
functions. 

The definitions of an atom, a literal and a wff are the same as given in [7]. The 
concepts of positive and negative as applied to atoms in clau,sal resolution can be 
generalized to define polarity. The polarity of a sub-wff in a wff is the parity of the 
explicit and implicit negations within the scope of which the sub-wff appears in the 
wff. Tne formal definitions can be found in [4]. We extend the definition of polarity 
to quantifiers as follows: 

Let Q be a quantifier, S, and SZ be wffs. 
(0) Q is positive in QS,. 
(1) If Q is positive (negative) in S, , then it is negative (positive) in -S, and 

(S, ---, SZ). 
(2) If Q is positive (negative) in S, , then it is positive (negative) in ( SI 6i &), 

(S, v SZ) and (SZ --, S,). 
(3) If Q occurs in S, , then :t is both positive and negative in (S, * S2). 
An existential variable in a wff is a dependent existential tlariable if at least one 

universal quantifier precedes it. The dependency information (or dependencies) of 
such a dependent variable, analogous to the arguments of Skolem functions, is a 
list of all universally quantified variables preceding it. For example, in the wff 

WW-GJy) 0(x, VU, y is a dependent existential variable and its dependency 
rmation is (x). 

An existential variable in a wff is an independent existential variable if it is not 
dexndent. For example, in the wff (3x) (WY) (B(x) & Q(x, y)), x is an independent 
existential variable. 

all introduce t e notion of a dual quantifier which is different from the 
already existin ntification [6]. 

that is both positive and is a dual quant$e 
n equivalence is a 
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For example, in [( Qx) P(X) +B R] where Q is a quantifier, Q is dual. It can act 
as both universal and existential depending on the polarity chosen. The variable x 

is said to be dually quantijed. When Q is positive, it is Q, and when it is negative, 
it is Qc, the complement of Q. 

Since resolution can be done on sub-wffs, we need to know when two wffs are 
resolvable. Basically, they can be resolved if they are structurally equivalent and 
are complementary (i.e. have opposite polarity). For formal definitions of structural 
equivalence and complementarity see [ 11. 

This paper describes an algorithm for obtaining dependency information of an 
existential variable in a wff without paraphrasing the wff in any manner and with 
quantifiers in place. This also introduces the concept of unification in the context 
of quantified variables, termed Q-unification, and describes how to perform WFF- 
resolution which is proved to be sound and complete by showing that it is equivalent 
to quantifier-free NC-resolution. 

2. Obtaining dependencies 

Intuitively, to obtain the dependencies of an existential instance of a variable in 
a wff, our algorithm scans the wfT from left to right and prepares a list of universally 
quantified variables occurring in it. For any existential variable, the dependencies 
are the list of universal variables so far obtained. 

We assume that any variable in the given set of wffs is uniquely named, and that 
each wff is properly parenthesized. The processing is recursive in nature; if the 
connective is binary, then each sub-wff is processed separately arid the dependencies 
are modified accordingly; if the connective is unary (i.e. -), then the only sub-wff 
is processed by interchanging the notions of universal and existential quantifications. 

The algorithm in Pascal like notation is given below: 

Input: 
f: well-formed formula in prefix notation i.e. 

({( Ql xl) (Q2 x2) . . . }(<opr) (sub-wff 1) (sub-wff2))) 
if (opr) is binary, 
else ({( Ql xl) (Q2 x2) . . . }((opr) (sub-wff 1))) 

flagl: polarity flag. TRUE if f is posit&! in the main wff, and FA otherwise. 

flag2: dual flag. TRUE if f is dual (both positive and negative\ in the main wff, 
and FALSE otherwise. 

Output: 
dlists: a list of two sublists. Is of the 

is a list of all universally 
of all existentially quantified variables in f. 
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deps: all dependencies are maintained globally, which are initialized to null lists 
and modified as and when necessary. 

All the functions used are self-explanatory. 

function dependencies(f flag1 flag2) 
egin 

if is-atf(f) then return(make-dlists( ( ) ( ))); 
{make a dlist whose uvarlist and evarlist both are ( ).} 
if (is-quantifier( first(f)) and flag2) 

then begin 
var 4- get-var( first(f)); 
dlists f- dependencies(rest(f) flag1 flag2); 
modify-deps(var evarlist(dlists)); 
if is-universal-quantifier(first(f) TRUE) 

then retum( add-to-uvarlist(var dlists)) 
else retum(add-to-evarlist(var dlists)); 

end; 
if is-quantifier( first(S)) 

then begin 
var + get-var(first( f )); 
dlists + dependencies(rest( f) flag1 flag2); 
if is-universal-quantifier(first( f) flagl) 

then begin 
modify-deps(var evarlist(dlists)); 
retum( add-to-uvarlist( var dlists)); 

end 
else return( add-to-evarlist( var dlists)); 

end; 
if is-negation( opr( f )) 

retum( dependencies( remove-neg( f ) toggle( flag 1) flag2)); 
ction( opr( f )) or is-conjunction( opr( f ))) 

11 +- dependencies(sub-wff l( f) flag1 flag2); 
d12 o- dependencies(sub=wff2($) flag1 flag2); 
modify-deps( uvarlist( dll ) evarlist( d12)); 
retum( merge( dll d12)); 

toggle(flag1) flag2); 
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if is-equivalence( opr( f )) 

dll c- dependencies(sub-wff l(J) flag1 TRUE); 
d12 + dependencies(sub=wff2!f) flag1 TRUE); 
modify-deps( uvarlist( dll ) uvarlist( d12)); 
modify-deps(evarlist( dl 1) evarlist( d12)); 
dl + merge(dl1 d12); 
I c- set-union( uvarlist( dl) evarlist( dl)); 
retum(make-dlists( I1)); 

end; 
if (length(f) = 1) 

then return(dependencies(first(f) flag1 flag2)) 
{if more than one pair of parentheses enclose f, remove the extra pair of 
parentheses and obtain the dependencies.} 

else ERROR; {error in input format} 
end. 

Our algorithm ignores inter-dependencies which arise when equivalences are 
paraphrased into implications and we justify it by observing that in NC-resolution 
[4] we use only one part of the two implications that an equivalence gives rise to 
during resolution. Henceforth the two implications which make up an equivalence 
will be called implicants for stylistic reasons. From this we can assert that in a 
refutation we use only one instance, either universal or existential, of a dual variable. 
But a dual variable can have more than one existential or universal instance, the 
number depending on the number of equivalences within whose scope it occurs. In 
our method, since we do not paraphrase equivalences, two existential variables 
could be treated as the same variable and it may appear that we could have two 
resolution sequences involving that formula which derive complementary literals (or 

w$s), say P(x), -P(x) and so we are able to derive FALSE in a satisfiable set. 
This would not be possible if the formulae were in quantifier-free form; because 
then P(x), -P(x) would be P(f(s,, . . . , s,)), -P(g(tl, . . . , t,)) and they cannot 
be resolved. In other words, our system would be unsound. owever, the following 

lemmas show the soundness of the method. 

If f, g are any two Skolem functions substituted for iwo existential 
a dually quantijed variable in a set of w$s U, and if U is satis$able, 

then two wffs P(. e. ,f(s,, . . . , s,), . . . ) and - (..., g(t*,.**, t,),...) or 
-P( . . . , f(s,, . . . , s,,), . . . ) and ( . . . , g( t, , . . . , t,), . . . ) cannot bededuced by 
resolution. 

efer to [l]= q 

following lemma for our method. 

C-resolution, we have the 
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Lemma 2.2. If a wff in a set of wffs U contains a dually quantified variable x that 
occurs within the scope of at least two equivalences, and if U is satisfiable, then two 
wffs of the form (3x) P(x) and (3x) -P(x) cannot be deduced by our method. Or, 
in other words, WFF-resolu tion together with our algorithm to obtain dependencies of 

an existential variable is sound, 

roof. The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 2.1. Cl 

We note here that normally (3x) P(x) and (3x) h P(x) are not contradictory. 
Here since existentially quantified variables must be uniquely and consistently tagged 
(3x) P(x) and (3x) -P( ) x would be the equivalent of P(a) and w P( a) (where a 
is a Skolem constant) in the quantifier-free case and would be contradictory. 

Thus, we are justified in treating all existential instances of a dually quantified 
variable to be the same. But, in such a case, all the existential instances are made 
to depend on the same universal variables, even though some are actually not 
dependent. 

3. Substitution and Q-unification 

All the definitions, such as substitution, instantiation, standardization (essentially 
renaming of variables), and composition of substitutions, of [7] carry over to our 
method, with an understanding that a variable in those definitions means universally 
quantified variable. For the purpose of matching or unification, an existential variable 
vi with dependencies (t,, . . . , t,) is treated and written as an n-place function symbol 

vi(tl , . . . , t,). To distinguish between a universal variable vi and an independent 
existential variable vi, the latter is written as Ui( ). 

In order to unify two sub-wffs, we need to get the sequences of terms in those 
sub-wffs. The sequence of terms in a sub-wff F is obtained as below: 

(a) If F= P(t 1,. . . , t,) where P is an n-place predicate symbol, then it is 

((Q,t,), l l l 
, ( Qnt,,)), where Qi is the quantification of a term ti, taking polarity of 

Qi into account. 
(b) IfF=h F, , then it is the sequence of terms in FI , with the notions of clniversal 

and existential quantifications of terms interchanged. 
(c) If F = F, b F2 for some binary connective b (b f w if there are quantifiers 

in F, or F2; we will explain this a little later), then it is the sequence of terms in 
F1 appended to the sequence of terms in F2; the sequence of terms obtained taking 
polarity into account. 

(d) If F = (Qx) F, where Q is some quantifier, and x is some variable in FI, then 
it is the sequence of terms in F, such that x is written as (0,x) where Q, is either 
Q or its complement, determined by the polarity. 

As an example, the sequence of terms in 

y) Qk y) + (32) { 
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is ((VX), @y((h))), (32((k))), (Vu)), which when transformed into the notation 
as described earlier in this section would be (x, y(x), z(x), u). 

It is not necessary to define a sequence of terms for F1 c+ F2 if there are quantifiers 
in F1 or F”. If a quantifier is within the scope of +-+, we cannot resolve two sub-wffs, 
( F1 * Fz) and -( FI * F2) directly. Since each quantifier is dual, we cannot deter- 
mine the substitutions. We will have to resolve by parts only (i.e. FI , F2 separately). 

So, from the polarity of the wff being resolved, we can determine the sequence 
of terms because each quantifier will then have a single polarity. For example, in 
a wff [(Vx)A - B], if we decide to take the polarity of (VX) A to be negative, then 
x is only existentially quantified. 

Two sub-wffs are unifiable if the sequence of terms in one, and the sequence of 
terms in the S-equivalent form of the other are unifiable. Since the terms to be 
unified contain quantifiers, we call our unification Q-unijication. However, the basic 
unification algorithm of [7] extends to our method. 

For unifying two existential variables, we check for their origin and if it is the 
same, only then do we proceed to unify their dependencies, just as in the case of 
unifying two Skolem functions. Since the existential variables do not change in 
syntactic form during resolution, by the same origin of existential variables w(: mean 
their syntactic equivalence. For instance, the terms x(y, z) and x(u( ), v) unify with 
(u( )/y, v/z}, whereas the terms x(y, z) and w(u( ), v) do not because X, w are not 
syntactically the same. 

4. WFF-resolution 

WFF-resolution is basically NC-resolution, but with quantifiers in place. We 
define a WFF-resolvent as follows: For any wffs S1, S2, F and G, if F occurs 
positively in S1 (S,(F)) and G occurs negatively in Sz (S,(G)), and 8 is the mgu 
of F and G under Q-unification such that F6 = GO = H, then the result of simplifying 

S,B{FALSE/H} v S,O{TRUE/ H} 

is the WFF-resolvent of S, and S2. 
The simplification may involve dropping, adding or merging quantifiers. For 

example, let us consider the wffs 

W OW (A(x) -+ B(x)), u,: (3Y( )) (C(Y) + A(Y)) 

in which the atom with A is complementary. We can resolve these two wffs on 
with the mgu {y( )/x} and the resolvent is 

R, : @Y( 1) [B(Y) v -aY)l* 

Thus, we drop the quantifiers (Vx), (3y( )) respectively from U1, U, and add a 
quantifier (3y( )) as prefix to the resolvent because the existential variable y sub- 
stitutes for the universal variable x. 
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When we instantiate a universal variable (i.e. substitute an existential variable 
for a universal variable), we drop the universal quantification of that variable and 
add existential quantification of the variable being substituted in the resolvent. Such 
dropping and addition respectively of universal and existential quantifiers can be 
viewed as analogous to the universal instantiution and existential generalization in 
quantijkation theory 161. 

As for renaming variables in a resolvent, we do so only for universally quantified 
variables, but not for any existentially quantified variable. Essentially, an existential 
variable retains its syntactic form obtained from the origin wff of the variable 
throughout the refutation. 

We illustrate WFF-resolution when there are equivalences in the set of wffs and 
quantifiers within their scope by considering a problem from [S] concerning set 
equality (0). Two sets are equal when they have exactly the same members. We 

have to prove that equality is symmetric. Predicate F stands for is an element oJ 
The wffs are 

U,: (W WY) IQ@, Y) - OW (Fk xl a+ Fk y))l, 

u2: W-4 WV) (Q(u, 4 - Qh 4). 

The wffs with negated theorem ( U,) and with functional dependencies substituted 
are 

U,: W) WY) [0(x, Y) ,+ (vzb, Y)) (Fk x) - Fk ~91, 

U*: -(Vu( 1) (vv( ,; CQb, 4 +-, Oh 41. 

Since the variable z is dual it will be dependent on x, y only when it acts as an 
existential variable. 

The refutation sequence and the substitutions therein are as given below: 
U,+ U,-, R,: 

(34 )) (34 )) I-(Wu, 4) (Fk 4 a+ Fk v) v -Oh 41 

;Wu( MW, (34 ))lWY)l 

U,+Rp R,: 

(324 )) (32-q )) [ - ofzh 4) wz, 4 4-D F(z, 4) 

v -(vz(v, u)) (F(z, v) +-, F(z, u))] 

v( )) [-Q(u, 4 v -( z(v, u)) (F(z, v) k u>)l 
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Out )) (34 1) -Oh 4 

;cw )M~xL (W ))lWY), (34v, uM~z,)l 

and merging into - Q( u, v). 

U2+ R,-, R,: 

-[ON )) (W )) -Oh 41 ;I 1 

U,+ R5+ R,: 

(-314 )) (W )) (W (F(S 4 4-B m u)) 

;{(W ))l(W, (W ))I(vY)I 

R,+ R6+ R,: 

(34 )) (M )) l3wu, v)) (Fk u) 4-b F(z, m 

;{WV, ~MwI 

R,+ R,+ R,: 

FALSE ;{(3z( u, v))/(Vz,)}. 

5. Souudness and completeness ot -resolution 

We now prove the soundness and completeness of WFF-resolution by showing 
that it is equivalent to quantifier-free NC-resolution, which is known to be sound 
and complete [4]. 

For these proofs, we shall induce on the total number of equivalences in the set 
of wffs U taking the base step to be the case when there are no equivalences. For 
this base step we first state two lemmas before going to the main proof. 

.I. If U is a set of wffs without equivalences, and QF is its quantijier-free 
version, then for every w# Ui from U there exists a equivalent wff QFj in QF and vice 
versa. 

efer to [I]. Cl 

r-es01 two 
, , and U, = QF,, 
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U2 = QF2, then the resolvents, if the resolutions are performed on similar sub-wffs, 
satisfy R, = QFR, . ( The w$s are assumed to be free of equivalences.) 

roof. Refer to [l]. 0 

Based on these results, we now prove that WFF-resolution ( WR) and quantifier- 
free NC-resolution (QFR) are equivalent when there are no equivalences in the 
given set of wffs on which these resolutions are performed. 

Theorem 5.3. If U is an unsatisjiable set of wffs without equivalences, and QF is its 
quantifier-free version, then FALSE can be deduced from U by WR iJ FALSE can 
be deduced from QF by QFR. 

roof. To prove the theorem both ways, it suffices to show that the resolution 
sequences with equivalent wffs in WR and QFR are equivalent. 

LetQFR,,..., QFRn be the sequence of resolution steps in QFR and the resolvent 
in QFRi be QRi. Let WRI,. . . , WRk be the resolution sequence in WR and the 
resolvent in WRi be Ri. 

By Lemma 5.1 we have, for every wff in U, there is a corresponding and equivalent 
wff in QF and vice versa. If any two wffs QFi, Q4 are resolved in QFR,, then the 
equivalent resolution step in WR, say WR *, must consist of wff s Oi, Uj, such that 
QE = Ui and Q4 = 4, and resolution must be on equivalent sub-wffs. Then, by 
Lemma 5.2, the resolvents QR, and RI satisfy QR, = RI. Hence, the derivation of 
an equivalent wff must be equally long in both QFR and WR. Hence, k = n. 

We shall prove the equivalence of the two resolution sequences by inducing on 
the number of resolution steps. We show that every QFRi can be transformed into 
a valid, equivalent WRi. 

Base step: First resolution steps QFR,, WRI . If wffs QFi, Qf$ are resolved in 
QFR, , then these wffs must be from the initial set QF. By Lemma 5.1, we can choose 
two wffs Ui, Uj from U’ such that QE f Ui and Q4 E Uj, for resolution step WRI . 
Then, by Lemma 5.2, the resolvents QR, , RI satisfy QR, = R, . Thus, we have an 
equivalent resolution step in WR for the one in QFR. 

Hypothesis: For resolution steps cm, we have, for every resolution step in QFR, 
an equivalent step in WR. 

Inductive step: Consider the mth resolution step QFR,. We have three different 
cases here. 

Case (i): When both the wffs in QFR, are from QE _ LS explained for the base 
step, we can find an equivalent WR, for QFR,. 

Case (ii): When one wff is from QF and the other from the set of resolvents 

I,**=, Q m-1 }. From Lemma 5.1, we can choose an eq lent wff Ui for the 
from QF. From the hypothesis, we can always choose a from the resolvent 

set of { I,***, 1 m-l 9 such that it is equivalent to the one from 
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{QR 1,. . . , QR,,,_,}. By Lemma 5.2, the resolvent of these two wffs in WR is 
equivalent to OR,,,. Hence, we have an equivalent WR, for QFRm. 

Case (iii): When both the wffs are from the resolvent set of QFR, 

{QR l,***, QRm_,}. From the hypothesis, we can always find two wffs in 

{R I,*--, Rm_l}, such that they are equivalent to the wffs in QFR,. Hence, by Lemma 
5.2, we have a resolvent R,,, in WR, such that R, = QR*. Thus, we have an equivalent 
WR, for QFR,. 

Hence, in all possible cases, we have shown that there exists a WR, which is 
equivalent to QFR,,,. Now, by induction, for every resolution sequence in QFR, we 
have an equivalent sequence of resolutions in WR. Hence, FALSE can be deduced 
from U in WR iff FALSE can be deduced from QF in QFR. Cl 

We shall now show that WFF-resolution is sound and complete, when equivalences 
are present. 

Theorem 5.4. If U is an unsatisjiable set of wffs, and QF is its quantifier-free version, 
then FALSE can be deduced by WR iff FALSE can be deduced by QFR 

Proof. TO prove the theorem both ways, it suffices to show the equivalence of WR 
and QFR. We prove this by induction on n, the total number of equivalences in the 
set of wffs U. 

If n =0, then we have by Theorem 5.3, that WR and QFR are equivalent. 
Suppose that Theorem 5.4 is true for n c m. Consider, now, a set of wffs with m 

equivalences. Let us assume that a wff U, contains an equivalence. If we show that 
there exists an equivalent (equivalence of functional dependencies also) wff in QF 
for this U,, then the proof for the equivalence of WR and QFR goes along the 
same lines as in the proof of Theorem 5.3. 

Now, we have three different cases here. 
Cuse (i): When there are no quantifiers within the scope of this equivalence, this 

equivalence does not affect the equivalence of WR and QFR. Hence, we are through. 
Case (ii): When there is only one quantifier within the scope of equivalence, 

then also we are through, because we can always assume that the implicant containing 
the existential instance of the variable precedes the other one. 

Case (iii): When there is more than one quantifier within the scope of equivalence. 
Let a sub-wff containing this equivalence have the form 

For any existential variable that follows this sub-wff containing equivalence, we 
have exactly k + 1 variables, from the sub-wff of this equivalence 
and 1 from second, coming out of this as envy, bwause every 

variable is both uni rsally quantified an 
the case in QF also. ence, for any functi 
that follows this equivalence, there is no 
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This will have the following two implicants: 

(2) (Qz,yA. l c (QxY,) F,+ KM,) l l l Khkxk) 6 

she functional dependencies, generated from one implicant, for an existential 
variable in the other part, are being ignored by our algorithm of Section 2, which 
otherwise would have been taken into ziccount in the set QF. But, as lained in 
Section 2, we use only one impl;can*; of any equivalence in a resolution. SO, 

irrespective Of what substitutions could have been made in the functional dependen- 
cies of an existential variable in one part, ~/hen the other part is reduced to FALSE, 
the who!e sub-wff gets reduced to FALSE, making such existential variables dis- 
appear. Hence, such dependencies need not be considered. 

Hence, depending on the chosen polarity of a sub-wff in this equivalence, we will 
be using only one of the: dual quantifications of a variable quantified as (Qgs) in 
a resolution step. We can always assume that the implicant that participates in 
resolution precedes the other part. 

The resolvent in WR when one ilmplicant is eliminated completely will be 
equivalent to the resolvent in QFR swhen the corresponding implicant is also 
eliminated completely. 

Thus, we have shown that there exists an equivalent wfii’ in QF for Ui, and also 
that the descendants of both these wffs are a,lso equivalent, though not after a single 
resolution step, br_lt after some resolution steps in which the implicants participating 
in resolution hT.ve been erased completely. 

Thus, by induction, we have for every sub-MI containing an equi 
Ui of U, there is an equivalent wff in QF containing equivalent s 
of implications. 

Now, going along the same lines as in the groof of Theoren, 5.3, we will have 
the equivalence of WR and QFR. By this and also by Lemma 2.2 :v%tich establishes 
soundness of WR, we have that FALSE can be deduced in Wr from a set U i@ 
FALSE can be deduced in QFR from QF, the quantifier-fret version of L! 

Thus, WFF-resolution has been proved to be sound and complete. m 

In this paper we have described a resolution proof rule for well-formed formulae 
with quantifiers in place and proved its soundness and completeness. 

For proving theorems in real-life cjiomains the stasnard resclution methods turn 
out to be intractable. It is also diffic lt to use them interactively since the original 
formulae are broken up an the intuitive content of the formulae is thus completely 

of strategies available) can always be made use of. 
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